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fast friends get to work building a kite of their own. They study, and
collect, and measure, and construct—and soon, their kite is flying high
above the meadow. But when a storm rumbles in—SNAP!—the kite string
breaks, and all their hard work soars away. Chasing after it, Mole and
Bear discover all is not lost—wedged in the branches of a tree, their kite
protects a nest of baby birds from the pouring rain. Will Hillenbrand's
Bear and Mole series is the perfect choice for storytime sharing or
reading aloud. Strong verbs, repetitive phrases, and fun-to-read sounds
keep young listeners and readers engaged with the story, while the
gentle illustrations add detail and quiet humor. Kids will delight in poring
over these books again and again. Don't miss the other Bear and Mole
titles, including All For a Dime, Spring is Here, and First Star!
Spring is Here Will Hillenbrand 2011 Excited that spring has finally
arrived, Mole tries--unsuccessfully--to wake up Bear, but then he comes
up with the perfect plan.
Let's Look at Spring Sarah L. Schuette 2019-01-24 How do we know it's
spring? The sun shines and rain falls. Baby animals are born and flowers
bloom. This book shows young readers how to recognise the changes
that happen in spring.
Spring Is Here! Joan Holub 2008-03-04 In autumn, the little friends
from Ant Hill find and plant some seeds, then patiently wait until spring
to enjoy the plants that appear. Simultaneous.

Off We Go! Will Hillenbrand 2014-08-31 Mole's determination to ride
without training wheels vanishes when he wobbles and crashes— but
Bear's support convinces him to try again. A charming story about
confidence and perseverance, starring Will Hillenbrand's beloved Bear
and Mole. At first, Mole can't wait to get the training wheels off his bike,
but riding is harder than he expects. "I quit!" he sobs, after his first
attempt goes awry. But his dear friend Bear encourages him to get up
and try again. It's a bumpy ride—but Mole makes it, all by himself. Will
Hillenbrand's Bear and Mole series is the perfect choice for storytime
sharing or reading aloud. Strong verbs, repetitive phrases, and fun-toread sounds keep young listeners and readers engaged with the story,
while the gentle illustrations add detail and quiet humor. Kids will
delight in poring over these books again and again. Don't miss the other
Bear and Mole titles, including All For a Dime, Spring is Here, and First
Star!
Sorting Through Spring Lizann Flatt 2018-03-15 In Sorting through
Spring, the second title in the Math in Nature series, nature comes to life
to help children grasp concepts of patterning, sorting, data management,
and probability.
Kite Day Will Hillenbrand 2013-01-22 On a windy spring day, Bear sniffs
the air. Could it be. . . Kite day? Rushing home he tells Mole, and the two
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the Scaredy Squirrel series shows our nutty hero making a friend.
Scaredy finds that friendship is well worth the risks — and the risks are
considerable!
Molly the Mole Alice Reeves 2018-03-21 Molly is a mole with many
friends, including a deer, a butterfly, and an owl. Sometimes Molly feels
sad because she doesn't look the same as her friends, and feels very
different to them. By helping each of them out with a task, Molly learns
that her friends love her for the amazing qualities that are unique just to
her. Molly the Mole addresses the difference between the way we
perceive ourselves and the way our friends and family perceive us. Molly
learns the importance of being kind and patient with others, and that
everyone is unique. Part of the Truth and Tails series, which aims to
eliminate prejudices and encourage acceptance in young children aged
4-8, this delightful story is accompanied by hand-drawn, watercolour
illustrations.
First Star Will Hillenbrand 2018-05-01 Best friends Bear and Mole can't
wait to go camping and sleep under the stars--but Mole worries, what if
they get lost in the dark? Rolling up sleeping bags, picking fresh berries,
and climb-climb-climbing, the two buddies are having a great time hiking
to Camp Tiptop. They especially can't wait to watch the sunset. But Mole
soon realizes that when the sun goes down. . .it will be dark. What if they
get lost? Seeing Mole nervous, Bear decides to tell his friend the legend
of a special star--the First Star--that will always help them find their way.
Featuring the popular characters and cozy illustrations of Will
Hillenbrand's earlier Bear and Mole books, First Star is a perfect
bedtime book, an ode to friendship, and a gentle reminder that no matter
how dark it gets, your loved ones will always help you find your way.
First Star Will Hillenbrand 2018-05-01 Best friends Bear and Mole can't
wait to go camping and sleep under the stars--but Mole worries, what if
they get lost in the dark? Rolling up sleeping bags, picking fresh berries,
and climb-climb-climbing, the two buddies are having a great time hiking
to Camp Tiptop. They especially can't wait to watch the sunset. But Mole
soon realizes that when the sun goes down. . .it will be dark. What if they
get lost? Seeing Mole nervous, Bear decides to tell his friend the legend

Little Mole Finds Hope Glenys Nellist 2020-06-02 When Little Mole is
feeling sad in his dark, underground home, his mother shows him how to
look for hope. He finds that signs of spring are everywhere, from the
daffodil bulbs under the soil to the tiny buds on the branches above.
Hope can be found--even in the darkest places. In Little Mole Finds
Hope, best-selling children's author Glenys Nellist and illustrator Sally
Garland tell an endearing story sure to lift the spirits of people emerging
from the cold of winter or a challenging season of life and inspire them to
look for signs that spring will come again.
Fall Walk Virginia Brimhall Snow 2013 A boy and his grandmother take a
walk through the falling leaves and try to determine from which tree
each one has fallen.
Mouse's First Snow Lauren Thompson 2011-10-18 One cold day Mouse
and Poppa venture into the clear white world. From sledding down hills,
to skating across the ice, to meeting fluffy snow angels, Mouse finds that
wintertime is full of surprises. And before it's time to go home, Mouse
just might have time to "make" a special new friend! Available for the
first time as a Classic Board Book, this seasonal story is perfect for little
hands!
Flowers and Showers Rebecca Fjelland Davis 2006 A counting book
that describes spring related items and activities.
Spring is Here Will Hillenbrand 2012-01-02 Mole can smell that spring
is in the air, but Bear is still asleep after his long winter nap! Excitedly
he taps on the window and knocks on the door-- he even tries playing a
trumpet to wake his friend so they can celebrate together. But Bear
keeps snoozing. But Mole is determined, so he milks and gathers and
bakes a special springtime surprise for his friend-- the perfect way to
wake up! A perfect read-aloud, full of simple sound-words and lots of
repetition, Spring is Here is ideal to share with young readers to
celebrate the changing of the seasons. Cozy mixed-media illustrations of
big, fuzzy, dozing bear and his eager mole friend add detail and humor to
the tale. Don't miss the other Bear and Mole adventures-- First Star, All
For a Dime, Off We Go!, and Kite Day.
Scaredy Squirrel Makes a Friend Melanie Watt 2007-03-01 This book in
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of a special star--the First Star--that will always help them find their way.
Featuring the popular characters and cozy illustrations of Will
Hillenbrand's earlier Bear and Mole books, First Star is a perfect
bedtime book, an ode to friendship, and a gentle reminder that no matter
how dark it gets, your loved ones will always help you find your way.
Here and Now Story Book Lucy Sprague Mitchell 1921 The stories in
the book are grouped for expected developmental levels for children
between the ages of two and seven, reflecting the growing world of the
child from self-centric to an understanding of facts far removed from the
child's immediate world.
Santa's Story Will Hillenbrand 2019-09-10 Santa is ready to leave on
Christmas Eve, but he can't find the reindeer anywhere. Dasher is busy
dashing, Donner is dozing, and Cupid is crooning. It isn't until Santa
remembers their annual tradition--reading a Christmas story together-that the reindeer are ready. Reindeer merriment abounds in this
charming yuletide tale about honoring the celebration of holiday customs
with those you love.
Worm Weather Jean Taft 2015 "Join in the rainy-day fun as kids splash
through the puddles, affecting another weather enthusiast, a nearby
worm. The worm delights in the weather just as much as the kids"-What a Treasure! Jane Hillenbrand 2017-01-30 Dig deep with Mole to
uncover the best treasures of all in this sweet story. Hunting for buried
treasure, Mole unearths a twig. It's not much use to him, but a bird flying
by wants it for a nest. When he discovers a shell, Mole gives it to Snail
for a cozy home. Happy to share, Mole keeps digging, and
uncovers—another hole, with another little mole in it. A new
friend—what a treasure indeed. Brightly colored illustrations enhance
this simple story about friendship, sharing, and perseverance, created by
husband and wife team Jane and Will Hillenbrand. Perfect for sharing
with your own treasured friends, this is an ideal read-aloud for emerging
readers.
Spring Stinks Ryan T. Higgins 2021-01-05 Ruth the bunny is excited to
share the smelly springtime smells of spring with Bruce! But what will
Bruce think of all that stink? Little Bruce Book
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Goodbye Winter, Hello Spring Kenard Pak 2020-02-18 In a simple,
cheerful conversation with nature, a young boy observes how the season
changes from winter to spring in Kenard Pak's Goodbye Winter, Hello
Spring. As days stretch longer, animals creep out from their warm dens,
and green begins to grow again, everyone knows—spring is on its way!
Join a boy and his dog as they explore nature and take a stroll through
the countryside, greeting all the signs of the coming season. In a series
of conversations with everything from the melting brook to chirping
birds, they say goodbye to winter and welcome the lushness of spring.
The Wonderful Habits of Rabbits Douglas Florian 2018-01-16 Follow one
family of rabbits as they do all their favorite things in this sweet, poetic
story from award-winning author Douglas Florian, now in board book
format! The habits of rabbits are many, not few, with plenty of things
that they love to do! This lyrical story now follows a family of rabbits
throughout the seasons as they have fun doing everyday things like
digging holes, building snow rabbits, thumping their feet, and more. And
at the end of the day, when it's time to say "goodnight," there is one
habit of rabbits that's not to be missed. . . .
Bear Wants More Karma Wilson 2009 When spring comes, Bear wakes
up very hungry and is treated to great food by his friends.
Little Bear's Spring Elli Woollard 2020-09-03 Little Bear's Spring is a
breathtakingly beautiful story about a little bear, an unlikely friendship
and how the coming of springtime can change everything. Little Bear has
just woken up from his long winter sleep. But when he pokes his head
out of the den, the world around him is vast, white and silent. The only
thing he sees is a smooth little stone, just as alone in the snowy
wilderness as he is. He nestles it in tight to his fur and off they go in
search of friends. Little Bear's Spring is a lyrical story about friendship,
with a gentle introduction to spring and what happens to the natural
world when the seasons change. Written by star picture book author Elli
Woollard and illustrated by Briony May Smith, whose artwork brings a
sun-dappled springtime landscape to life with breathtaking beauty.
Hooray for Halloween, Curious George H. A. Rey 2016-07-19 It's
Halloween! When Curious George and his friend, the man with the
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yellow hat, go to Mrs.Gray's house for a costume party, George
accidentally wraps himselfin a tablecloth and gets mistaken for a ghost!
Festive Halloween stickers add to the holiday fun. "
Spring for Sophie Yael Werber 2017-02-21 From snowy days to gray
skies, a little girl watches and waits and wonders, will spring ever come?
And then one day… Sophie listens and watches for the signs of spring.
Day after day, the same snow is frozen outside her window and the skies
above are as gray as the day before. And then Sophie thinks will spring
ever come and how will I know it is here?
Welcome Back Spring! Flitzy Books. com 2017-02-21 Fly through the
sky with Flitzy the butterfly as she welcomes back the plants and animals
of spring! The author's simple rhymes, colorful illustrations, and
invitation to sing are sure to delight young readers! In addition to the
picture book story, the hardback also includes sheet music, the author's
real picture search game, and a review page of all the animals and plants
in the book!
The Missing Snowman Jo Albee 2017-03-02 Johnny is excited that it is
snowing outside and all of the yards are covered with cold, crisp
snow—the perfect kind of snow to build a snowman! After Johnny neatly
stacks one huge snowball on top of the other, he runs inside to find the
perfect outfit to dress up his new friend. Children will delight when the
snowman becomes a pirate, a clown, and even a regular snowman, as all
Johnny’s friends help play "dress-up". But as the weather gets warmer,
Mr. Snowman gets smaller and smaller, and Johnny gets sadder and
sadder. Find out how Johnny’s mother helps Johnny remember his
favorite friend until winter comes again next year.
It's Spring! Linda Glaser 2011-08-01 Simple text and bold, beautiful
paper sculpture convey the animal life, plant life, weather, colors,
clothing, and feelings associated with the spring season.
I Know a Bear Mariana Ruiz Johnson 2014-09-09 In this touching,
hopeful story that reads like a modern classic, a young girl befriends a
bear in the zoo. He comes from far, far away, a place he calls the Land of
the Bears, where the food is sweet and the land is vast. It is a wondrous
home, where the rivers are like bathtubs and naps last for months and
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months. But, alas, he cannot return; his new home is the zoo. And so the
girl listens carefully as her friend remembers, and she imagines a world
of freedom, vast and sweet. Using a gentle tone, spare language, and
gorgeous illustrations, Mariana Ruiz Johnson reminds young readers that
being a good listener is what makes for a good friend.
Off We Go! Will Hillenbrand 2013 Bear helps his friend learn to ride a
bike without training wheels. A companion to Spring Is Here and Kite
Day.
Down by the Barn 2014 Adapts a familiar children's song with a barnyard
theme and pairs verses with illustrations of a puppy tractor driver who
picks up his farm animal friends early in the morning.
All For a Dime! Will Hillenbrand 2016-07-30 Join Bear, Mole, and their
friend Skunk at the market—and see how far a dime can get you. Bear's
fresh-picked blueberries are a hit on Market Day—but Skunk and Mole
have trouble attracting any customers. To drum up interest they switch
places and sample each other's wares. Skunk delights in spritz after
spritz of her own perfume—each one costing a dime—while Mole eats
handfuls of the worms he gathered, paying Skunk one dime apiece. At
the end of the day, the two friends have sold out—but somehow they've
only got a dime between them! Luckily, Bear made enough dimes to buy
them some ice cream to share—topped with the last of his blueberries.
Will Hillenbrand's Bear and Mole series is the perfect choice for
storytime sharing or reading aloud. Strong verbs, repetitive phrases, and
fun-to-read sounds keep young listeners and readers engaged with the
story, while the gentle illustrations add detail and quiet humor. Kids will
delight in poring over these books again and again. Don't miss the other
Bear and Mole titles, including Off We Go!, Spring is Here, and First
Star!
Snowman's Story Will Hillenbrand 2014 A wordless picture book in
which a snowman comes to life with the help of his animal friends and a
very special black hat.
My Book Box Will Hillenbrand 2006 A determined elephant creates his
own book box and discovers all the magic and fun of books and reading.
The Bunny who Never Went to Sleep Cecilia Smith 2021-03-18 What
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to do with a child that never needs sleep? A poor mama bunny doesn't
know how to convince her bunny it is time to sleep. Find out how one
little bunny and one mama bunny solve the problem of sleepless nights.
Mole's in Love David Bedford 2009-01-01 Morris the Mole is looking for
love - and when he heads down to the farm, he thinks it is going to be
right at the end of his nose. But Morris is short-sighted, and what he
finds at the end of his nose isn't quite the love he was expecting. A funny
and endearing tale of what happens when you look for love - and love
finds you.
The Thing About Spring Daniel Kirk 2015-02-17 Spring is in the air!
Bear, Bird, and Mouse are all excited that winter snows are melting
away, but their friend Rabbit is not. There are too many things about
winter that Rabbit adores, and spring just seems to spell trouble. His
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friends offer an abundance of reasons to love spring and the changing
seasons, but will Rabbit listen? Daniel Kirk has written a lively and
humorous tale with the gentle message that change can be fun.
Fletcher and the Springtime Blossoms Julia Rawlinson 2009-02-10
When Fletcher the fox finds the ground covered in white, he rushes to
warn the other animals that spring snow has fallen, but when they follow
him back to the meadow they find something much more fun.
The Cricket and the Ant Naomi Ben-Gur 2017-08-01 Kar-Ben Read-Aloud
eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and text highlighting
to bring eBooks to life! The fun-loving Cricket neglects his Shabbat tasks
while the industrious Ant does hers, but Cricket surprises her by coming
to the rescue just in time to save her Shabbat celebration. Originally
published in Hebrew.
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